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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN
Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the latest edition of The Tiger.
I am often pleasantly surprised by the number of links to the Great War continually discovered in
unexpected quarters in answer to innocuous questions, often posed in the aftermath of the
broadcasting of either television programmes or news bulletins. This month is no exception and
three specific examples will now follow.
The events in Salisbury concerning the use of nerve agents provoked thoughts of the origins of
British chemical warfare and this, in turn, has led to the writing of Valerie’s article beginning on
Page 6. The recent screening of “Reach for the Sky”, the 1956 film biography of the early life of
Douglas Bader, with Kenneth Moore in the lead role, contained no mention of Mr. Bader Senior.
This, in turn, provoked the thought that he may have been involved (or even perished) in the Great
War. Admittedly, information is thus far scarce, and somewhat contradictory, but the following has
now been established.
Frederick Roberts Bader, father of Douglas, was born in India in January 1867 and worked there
as a Civil Engineer. His marriage to Jessie Scot Mackenzie produced two sons, the youngest,
Douglas (shown here with his parents)
being born in London in February 1910
whilst his father was working in Bombay. In
1913, Bader senior resigned his post.
At the outbreak of the Great War, Frederick
Bader served with the Royal Engineers and
achieved the rank of Major. Wounded in
1917, most sources state that in 1922 he
died from complications of those wounds
in a hospital at St Omer, the same area over
which Douglas would later bail out of his
aeroplane in 1941. However, an obituary
notice published in The Times in May 1922
states that Frederick died of heart failure whilst working with the Imperial War Graves
Commission. He lies beneath the style of white headstones granted to I.W.G.C. officials beside
the British Waterloo Memorial in Brussels Communal
Cemetery (shown left). His grave inscription reads:
FREDERICK ROBERTS
BADER
MAJOR R.E., V.D.
AN OFFICER OF THE IMPERIAL
WAR GRAVES COMMISSION
DIED 6TH MAY 1922
R.I.P.
(“V.D.” is an abbreviation of Volunteer Officer Decoration a Colonial Award made between 1892 and 1907)
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A further Great War connection occurred with mention of the Irish poet Katharine Tynan during
a documentary screened over the Easter weekend. Born in County Dublin in 1859, Katharine was
the fifth of twelve children of a tenant farmer and his wife. Encouraged by her father, Katharine
was a keen scholar and began to write. A prolific author,
she wrote more than 100 novels, over twelve volumes of
poetry and numerous collections of short stories. Married
in 1898 to English barrister Henry Hickson, Katharine
became mother to three sons and a daughter, although her
eldest son died in infancy. For a while, she was a close
associate of William Butler Yeats (who may have proposed
marriage and been rejected around 1885), and later a
correspondent of Francis Ledwidge, remembered as an
outstanding talent silenced by his death on active service
near Ypres in 1917.
With both of her sons engaged in military service, the
Great War featured heavily in Katharine’s work during this
time and she showed an understanding of the devastating
effects of battle. In her poem, A Prayer for Those Who Shall
Return, she expresses concern about the psychological
Katharine Tynan
damage done to the soldiers returning home. “Let them go
unhaunted, Lord,” she wrote, “By the sights that they have seen”. Another of her war poems, “Tell the
Bees” recalls an ancient country tradition for advising the bees of any death in a village and was
dedicated to Edward “Bim” Tennant, nephew of Margot Asquith, who was killed during the Battle
of the Somme. Both of Tynan’s sons would, however, survive and one, Theobald Henry, a
Lieutenant in the Royal Irish Regiment, would marry as his second wife Phillis Colyer-Ferguson,
whose brother, Thomas Riversdale, won a posthumous Victoria Cross in the early days of the
Battle of Passchendaele. Their maternal grandmother was also a member of the well-known
Grenfell family.
There is, however, another family connection to consider. Honora Tynan, one of Katharine’s
sisters, married another well-respected Irish Barrister named John O’ Mahoney. This marriage in
turn produced three children, the youngest of whom married and had two sons and a daughter,
the last of whom was born in 1936, five years after the death of Katharine, his great aunt. As
David Edward Tynan O’Mahoney, this son drifted through a number of jobs before becoming a
Redcoat at a Butlin’s Holiday camp and then began to work as a stand-up comedian in night clubs,
theatres and working men’s clubs. His agent then
recommended a change of name and, in an attempt to be
at the head of any alphabetical list agents may hold, a
surname beginning with “A” was chosen.
Today, it is as comedian and broadcaster “Dave Allen” that
David Edward Tynan O’Mahoney, great nephew of
Katharine Tynan, is more widely known and remembered
and it was the repeating of the documentary on his life that
was partly responsible for the writing of this editorial. As I
have said many times before, The Great War still remains
with us in a myriad of different ways . . .
D.S.H.
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Dave Allen

PARISH NOTICES

FORTHCOMING BRANCH MEETINGS
The Elms Social & Service Club, Bushloe End,
WIGSTON, Leicestershire, LE18 2BA
7:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. (Approx.)
30th April 2018
Guest Speaker: Dave Dunham

The 1918 German Spring Offensive –
the beginning of the end
In March 1918, the German Army began its final series of
offensives along the Western Front, designed to quickly end
the War. Returning by popular request, Dave Dunham
explains why these assaults can be considered “the beginning
of the end”.

28th May 2018
Guest Speaker: Derek Seaton

Captain Robert Gee, VC, MC, MP
A Remarkable Soldier & Politician
Leicester-born Robert Gee served as a Captain in the Royal
Fusiliers and was awarded a Victoria Cross for his gallantry
during the Battle of Cambrai. Gee’s biographer and W.F.A.
Member, Derek Seaton, relates both the military and political
careers of this remarkable warrior.

25th June 2018
Guest Speaker: Nigel Atter, MSc

2nd Leicesters in Mesopotamia

A founding Member of our Branch, local military historian
and author Nigel Atter recounts the story of the 2nd Battalion
of our local Regiment in the distant battlefields of
Mesopotamia, a campaign only now beginning to receive the
attention it merits . . .
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OTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY . . .
AT RISK WAR MEMORIALS
can be viewed on:
SATURDAY, 19th MAY 2018
11.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.

at
The Chancel,
Rear of All Saints Church,
Highcross Street, Leicester
Further information is available from Project Director,
Denis Kenyon, who can be contacted on
denis.kenyon@hotmail.co.uk
.

SUNDAY
3RD JUNE
2018
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“DEVILRY, THY NAME IS GERMANY”
by Valerie Jacques
Tucked away in 7,000 acres of glorious Wiltshire countryside sits one of Britain's most infamous
scientific establishments, Porton Down. Britain’s most secretive, and somewhat controversial,
military research base is probably not somewhere that we give much thought to. It is somewhere
we’ve heard of but few of us have much idea of exactly what goes on inside. The recent nerve
agent attack on Sergei and Yulia Skripal has, however, seen its name thrown into the spotlight and
it may interest you to know that it was founded in 1916, in response to German gas attacks on the
Western Front, and is the oldest chemical warfare research installation in the world.
The area upon which it sits was, historically, the preserve of a breed of sheep, the Wiltshire Horn,
with an estimated 500,000 grazing there by the first half of the 19th century. With the decline of
the wool industry, the price of land decreasing and the Army outgrowing its training areas around
Aldershot, the War Office began to purchase land around Salisbury Plain. By the beginning of the
Second Boar War, in 1899, they’d acquired 40,000 acres and created large areas for the
manoeuvering of horse drawn artillery and cavalry practice, as well as ranges for their new rifle,
the Lee Enfield.

Military Land ownership on Salisbury Plain -1899
Large scale troop and horse movements quickly saw the expansion of the railway network and
towns and villages in the area suddenly experienced a new lease of life. The ancient hamlet of
Ludgershall, which had been facing extinction, was chosen as the railhead for anything, or anyone,
arriving or departing the Salisbury Plain training area which, with the outbreak of The Great War,
underwent a huge transformation. Camps sprang up to accommodate the Kitchener or Pals
Battalions being raised in late 1914 and early 1915, swelling the local population by thousands and
bringing in much revenue for local businesses. As the lads were sent off to the various fighting
fronts they were soon replaced by Imperial troops from Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South
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Africa. Later still in 1917, American troops were accommodated there before they, too, were
deployed to the Western Front.
At about 17:00hrs on the first
day of the Second Battle of
Ypres, 22nd April 1915, the
German Army released greygreen clouds of a foul-smelling
gas which billowed over a 4 mile
front on the line held by the 87th
French Territorial and 45th
Colonial Moroccan and Algerian
Divisions. German chemists had,
for some time, been testing a
method of releasing chlorine gas
from pressurised cylinders and
those unlucky enough to inhale it
died a horrifyingly painful death
Ludgershall Station –
as the gas reacted with water in
of key strategic military importance during the War
their lungs producing hydrochloric acid, the ensuing burns causing suffocation and death.
Although an attempt to use poison gas had been made three months earlier on the Eastern Front,
at the Battle of Bolimów, this was the first mass use on the Western Front.
The commander of the British Expeditionary Force, Sir John French, called its use "a cynical and
barbarous disregard of the well-known usages of civilised war" but no-one was more angered
than Field Marshal Horatio Herbert Kitchener, Secretary of State for War, who demanded an
immediate response. This led to the opening, in March 1916, of the “War Department
Experimental Station” at Porton Down, soon to be renamed the “Royal Engineers Experimental
Station”. At that time, only a handful of cottages and farm buildings were scattered on the downs
near the remote Wiltshire villages of Porton and Idmiston but, nevertheless, the focus for anti-gas
defence and respirator development was relocated there, from London.

The Memorandum from Lord Kitchener that led to
the establishment of Porton Down
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General Karl von Einem,
commander of the German Third
Army in France

An earlier headline in the Daily Mirror of 21st May 1915 read: “Devilry, thy name is Germany”
which neatly encapsulated popular revulsion on the Home Front at the use of such an evil
weapon. Even General Karl von Einem, commander of the German Third Army in France wrote:
“I fear it will produce a tremendous scandal in the world... war has nothing to do with chivalry
any more. The higher civilisation rises, the viler man becomes”.

The new laboratory’s remit was to conduct urgent research and advancement into not only
protecting our Allied troops from future attacks but also into testing new ways to launch similar
tit-for- tat attacks on the enemy. Scientists had already developed a P (Phenate) Gas Helmet which
rendered the use of chlorine largely redundant. Then came phosgene, a potent killing agent,
deadlier than chlorine, used against British troops at Wieltje, north east of Ypres, on 19th December
1915. A modified gas helmet, the PH (Phenate Hexamine), was thus developed and subsequently
issued the following month. It greatly improved protection but, in 1917, the gas uppermost in the
public’s association with the War, mustard, was introduced by Germany.
By 1918, the original two huts had expanded to become a large hutted camp with 50 officers and
1,100 other ranks. Following the signing of the Armistice, however, Porton Down was reduced to
a mere skeleton staff. After being banned by the Geneva Protocol in 1925, it appeared that
chemical weapons would be consigned to history. As history has proven, however, a certain upand-coming politician in Germany, and leader of the Nazi Party, had other ideas . . .
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YOUR BRANCH IN ACTION
Once more, your Branch has been active in the local community, promoting our cause wherever
possible. On 1st March, for example, braving foul weather and a puncture, Branch Treasurer Paul
Warry travelled to Melton Mowbray to represent the Branch at the launch of the Melton Mowbray
Centenary Walking Trail, compiled by our County Town Representative, Derek Simmonds.
The event was well-attended
despite the atrocious weather
conditions and Paul was able to
successfully promote the Branch
on the day.
Derek Simmonds, first left, Mike
Rawson, second right, with guests and
dignitaries at the launch of the Melton
Mowbray Centenary Walking Trail

The Branch was also promoted when we attended the Heritage & History Show at Paddock Street,
Wigston, organised by the Wigston Historical Society ten days later. Ably assisted by John Taylor
and his wife, June, two Branch tables (depicted below) were present to greet the near-200 visitors,
two of whom were welcomed to our Branch Meeting at the end of the month.

It was pleasing to see 11 Branch Members in attendance at Welford Road Cemetery, for a belated
tribute paid to the formation of the Royal Air Force on Saturday, 7th April and organised by the
Royal Air Force Association, in conjunction with the Friends of Welford Road Cemetery. In a service
attended by Jennifer, Lady Gretton, The Lord Mayor of Leicester and nine Standard Bearers, the
men of the R.N.A.S, R.F.C and R.A.F. who lie within the Cemetery were remembered before a
large congregation, all grateful that the overcast sky shed no tears on this occasion. After the
conclusion of the Service, all present retired to the Cemetery Visitors Centre for light refreshments
and a slice of the Commemorative Cake specially created for the event.
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Valerie Jacques lays the Branch Wreath and . . . the Standard Bearers at Welford Road Cemetery.
(Photographs by Paul Bardell & Nicola Brown)

The Cutting of the Commemorative Cake, also shown right
(Photographs by Paul Bardell & David Humberston)
The following day, David and Valerie represented the Branch at Hallaton where, as announced by
Denis Kenyon in the last issue of The Tiger, the village War Memorial, one of the earliest in the
country to be erected, was rededicated before a large gathering of villagers as depicted on our
cover photograph.

ABOVE: Denis Kenyon, centre, reads the Hallaton Roll of Honour
LEFT: Valerie at Hallaton War Memorial
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CENTENARY CALENDAR

MAY 1918
1st – Russia: German forces capture Sevastopol
in Crimea and seize part of Russian Black Sea
fleet
2nd – Holland: Agreement concluded with
Germany regarding supply of sand and gravel
4th - North Atlantic: U-boats sink nine US ships
off New York coast
7th – Finland: Civil war ends as White Guards
capture Frederickshamn; Romania: Peace Treaty
of Bucharest signed between Romania and
Bulgaria, Central Powers and Turkey;
Mesopotamia: British forces capture Kirkuk
aided by its Christian and Jewish inhabitants
8th – Nicaragua: War declared on Germany and
Austria-Hungary
9th – Belgium: British naval forces carry out
second attack on Ostend - HMS Vindictive sunk
to block harbour
11th – Berlin: Finland and Turkey conclude a
peace agreement
12th - Germany: Military Treaty ("Waffenbund")
signed with Austria-Hungary
14th - Adriatic Sea: Italian naval raid on Pula
harbour
15th – Scotland: German submarine bombards
St Kilda in the Hebrides
16th – China: Agreement signed for military cooperation with Japan against German
penetration in Far East and Russian Bolshevik
aggression
17th – Ireland: Sinn Fein leaders arrested and
interned
18th – Germany: British air raid on Cologne first retaliatory raid on German towns; Russia:
Turkish forces occupy Alexandropol in Georgia
19th – Britain: German night air raid on London:
proves to be last in which casualties are inflicted
(49 killed and 177 wounded) before WW2;
France: Raoul Lufbery, a top-scoring fighter
pilot who served in both French Air Force and
US Army Air Service, killed during air combat
over Maron, Meurthe-et-Moselle.
21st - Atlantic Ocean: Naval engagement fought
between American armed yacht, USS Christabel,

and U boat UC-56 off Spain. Christabel was
escorting HMS Danse north from deep water
port, La Pallice, to Quiberon Bay off Brittany –
UC-56 interned as a result of depth charge
damage
22nd - North Atlantic: After sowing mines off
Chesapeake and Delaware Bays, U-151 sinks 23
US vessels, mostly small coastal traffic, totaling
51,336 tons and cuts submerged telegraph cables
connecting New York with Nova Scotia. Three
days later she stops three US schooners off
Virginia taking crews prisoner and sinking three
further vessels
23rd - Costa Rica: War declared on Germany
24th – Russia: General Poole lands at Murmansk
to organise North Russian Expeditionary Force;
Mesopotamia - British forces evacuate Kirkuk
25th – Britain: Government publishes accounts
of Irish-German plots
26th – Russia: Dissolution of Trans-Caucasian
Federal Government as Georgia, Azerbaijan and
Armenia each declare independence
27th – France: General Erich Ludendorff opens
3rd offensive of 1918 against French forces
holding Chemin des Dames section of River
Aisne - Craonne captured
28th – France: US forces undertake their first
attack centring on village of Cantigny taking 200
prisoners and blocking series of enemy
counterattacks - American losses total some
1600 of which 199 are killed
29th – France: Soissons falls to Germans as their
advance continues; Finland: Peace Treaty
concluded with Austria-Hungary
30th - France: YMCA Driver Betty Stevenson is
killed by flying shrapnel during a German air raid
near Etaples. Posthumously awarded a Croix De
Guerre avec Palme, Betty was, until recently, also
commemorated on two large candlesticks in
Leicester Cathedral
31st – France: German advance from Chemin des
Dames reaches River Marne - Chateau-Thierry
and Dormans both captured
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ON THE NOTICEBOARD

BEYOND THE BATTLEFIELDS:
KÄTHE BUCHLER'S PHOTOGRAPHS OF
GERMANY IN THE GREAT WAR
Kathe Buchler was a German lady who
lived in the town of Braunschweig,
Lower Saxony and throughout the war
took a large number of photographs of
her family, the Home Front, women at
work and wounded soldiers returning
home. In 2003 the collection was
donated by her family to the Museum
of Photography in her own town and
this collection is currently on a limited
tour in the United Kingdom, the first
time the photographss have been
shown outside of Germany.

University of Hertfordshire
Art & Design Gallery
College Lane
HATFIELD Herts
AL10 9AB
Exhibition runs to 5th May 2018
Free Admission
Monday to Friday
9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.
Saturday
9.00 a.m. to 3.00 p.m.

THE
WIPERS TIMES
Comes to Leicester
at the
Curve Theatre
from
Monday, 24 September 2018
to
th
Sunday, 29 September 2018
th

For more information
please visit
www.curveonline.co.uk
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A READER REPLIES . . .
by Peter Spooner
An item in the recent issue of The Tiger reminded me of my Grandfather's appearance before
Guildford Borough Bench in early 1918. He owned a newsagent/stationery shop and was subject
to The Shops Act preventing the sale of items, other than newspapers, on Wednesdays afternoons
(early closing). The wife of a Shops Act Inspector went into the shop at 6.30pm on a Wednesday
and was able to purchase writing paper and ink, to make matters worse there was not a sign
displayed outside the shop stating that only newspapers could be purchased. In recognition of the
impact committing these offences would have on the fighting efficiency of the Armed Forces, he
was fined 5s for each offence.
This has made me think of visiting Boots in Gallowtree Gate about 60 years later and seeing
pictures displayed on the wall of the stairway, alongside the pictures was a sign stating that the
pictures could not be purchased on a Wednesday afternoon due to restrictions imposed by The
Shops Act. What would my Grandfather think of Sunday opening?
I have also belatedly realised that April 1918 saw the 1/1st Leicestershire Yeomanry disappear
from the list of Regiments serving on the Western Front as, along with the 1/1st Bedfordshire
Yeomanry, 1/1st Essex Yeomanry and 1/1st North Somerset Yeomanry, they were used as drafts
to a Cavalry Brigade. On the 4th April the men and horses of the Regiment joined the 3rd Cavalry
Brigade, A Squadron joined the 5th (Royal Irish) Lancers, B Squadron joined the 16th (Queen's
Royal) Lancers later entirely forming the Regiment's own C Squadron and C Squadron joined the
4th (Queen's Own) Hussars,. The men stayed with these Regiments until they returned to England
following the Armistice.

YPRES BELLS UPDATE
courtesy of Alan Regin
Readers of The Tiger will hopefully be interested to know that all outstanding work on the bell
tower of St George’s Memorial Church has now been completed. Amongst the “finishing touches”
was the installation of a framed portrait and tribute to Sergeant William Henry Johnson, who was
the only known bell ringer known to have been awarded the Victoria Cross.
Johnson, born in Worksop, Nottinghamshire was a
member of Worksop Priory Church bell ringing
team before he enlisted in the Sherwood Foresters.
On 3rd October 1918, he made a solo attack against
two German machine guns, capturing both. Having
taken a third later the same day, his gallantry was
recognised with the award of a Victoria Cross. In
1920 he was also awarded a French Medaille
Militaire. Post-war, Johnson returned to Worksop,
before moving to Arnold, where he died in 1945
aged only 54. To commemorate the centenary of
his V.C. award, bells will be rung in two Worksop
Churches.
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The William Henry Johnson, V.C. tribute

WARTIME FOOD SHORTAGES:
OFFICIAL REACTIONS AND UNOFFICIAL RESPONSES
PART II
by Roy-Anthony Birch
With the food supply situation becoming ever more critical on 1917, it took little stretching of the
imagination to foresee the coming of compulsory rationing. I wrote in my opening instalment of
growing public exasperation over unchecked profiteering and unparalleled price rises coupled with
widespread suspicions over food hoarding. Add to these a still deeper layer of anxiety over the
reinstatement of all out U-boat warfare early in the year, and little wonder that calls for the
Government to take “real” control intensified. Appeals for voluntary restraint vis-à-vis domestic
food consumption emanating from The Ministry of Food and even from The King had clearly
met with mixed reactions. A far stricter regime than that advanced by the recently retired Lord
Devonport, Britain’s first ever Food Controller, would evidently be needed to ensure a more
equitable system of pricing and distribution. But who would be prepared to implement it, and
how would the public react to this unprecedented intrusion into their daily lives?
The prospect of compulsory rationing created its own anxieties. Was every foodstuff likely to be
rationed? Will queuing become inevitable and shall we be obliged to deal with designated
retailers? Will additional rations be available to those engaged in heavy physical labour? Will
special provision be made for those with particular dietary requirements – expectant mothers, for
example, the long-term sick and the terminally ill? More specifically still; “Is potato bread coming?”
and if imports of grain continue to be threatened, “Are we, like the Germans, to have potato bread in the
near future?” (These last, from The Leicester Daily Post, June 22nd 1917).
Concerns over delays in appointing a new Food Controller were raised in
the House of Commons on Wednesday 13th June 1917. It fell to Mr
Andrew Bonar Law, Leader of the House and simultaneously Chancellor
of The Exchequer, to explain that several candidates, including the
newspaper magnate Lord Rothermere, of The Daily Mail etc. had been
approached, but all had declined While recognising the urgent need of
a replacement, the future Premier reported that the Government’s
difficulties had been exacerbated through the loss of Captain Sir Charles
Bathurst (1867-1958) as Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of
Food. (Sir Charles had resigned temporarily through ill-health, but
returned to fill the important post of Director of Sugar Distribution
from 1917-19). Within the week, however, and doubtless to general relief,
it was announced that “Lord Rhondda has sprung into the breach and taken up
the office of Food Controller”.

Andrew Bonar Law

Judging by comments in the press, it seems that Mrs Bennett of Bridge Road Leicester, with her
“Devonports or Nelsons” from my earlier article, was not alone in being somewhat underwhelmed
by Lord Rhondda’s predecessor. We read that “the appointment of a successor to Lord Devonport has come
none too soon, for the need of effective control by somebody or other is daily becoming more evident”. Lord
Rhondda was no mere “somebody or other”. Steeped in business as a long-standing colliery
proprietor, David Alfred Thomas, as he was ordinarily known, had gained respect as an
accomplished negotiator at both national and local government levels. A survivor of the Lusitania
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disaster (7th May 1915), he visited the United States to secure contracts for supplies to Britain’s
hard-pressed Ministry of Munitions and had attained the Presidency of The England & Wales
Local Government Board by 1916. Few were better placed to nurture productive working
relationships with local authorities, whose co-operation would be vital to the effective
implementation of new Food Control Orders and compulsory rationing.

Lord Rhondda

On being granted increased powers under the Defence of The Realm
Act on 20th July 1917, Lord Rhondda declared his intention of
establishing local Food Control Committees throughout England,
Wales, and Scotland, whose remit would be to act as agents for
central government. Each would have a duty to monitor the
workings of new and existing Food Control Orders and be
empowered, where deemed necessary, to enforce the law: to impose
fines for “food wastage”, of bread especially, and seek custodial
sentences for the most flagrant flouting of the regulations: e.g. when
identifying multiple or repeated instances of food hoarding. Clearly,
the message came from a Government now seriously intent on
addressing the real issues amidst a rapidly intensifying crisis. Petty
regulations such as those forbidding the feeding of stray dogs (a
dubious measure, surely) would pale into insignificance in the face
of potential incarceration, often with hard labour.

Some local authorities, however, took a more lenient approach, at least initially, to give a period of
acclimatisation to the new regime. Members of the Market Bosworth Rural District Council
meeting on Wednesday June 13th 1917, for example, learnt that a specially appointed committee
“had considered the waste of food question and had decided to issue posters” and that “Mr Sykes, Sanitary
Inspector, had been appointed the Council’s officer under the relevant order”. A report of the proceedings in
The Leicester Daily Post (14th June) continued: “It was decided that no proceedings would be taken until the
posters had been issued, but that the clerk to The Council would write to certain people mentioned by the Sanitary
Inspector and ask for explanations of alleged waste”. The Inspector had reported four cases of tenants
in the village of Battram near Ellistown adding bread to swill bins, and in two of the four, “there
was quite half-a-pound of bread; half rounds and crusts”. Here, the Council declined to resort to law,
although serious offences appeared to have been committed. But in Bosworth as elsewhere,
people had been warned!
Food retailers were also to be closely scrutinised by the new Food Control Committees who were
authorised to ensure that prices for basic foodstuffs and certain other commodities were held in
check. In early August 1917, the Food Controller circulated tables (or scales) defining the range
of prices within which such items should be sold, allowing for seasonal variations and with margins
for “reasonable profits” factored in. Food Committees throughout the land had discretion to
recommend adjustments to the scale in response to local conditions: marked reductions in supply
due to adverse weather or labour shortages etc. Leicester’s Food Control Committees was
appointed in late August ’17, and although its duties would eventually extend even to fixing soft
fruit prices (in Midsummer 1918), its immediate task was to tackle the vexed question of sugar
distribution. Meanwhile, as her townspeople stood on the brink of official (rather than voluntary)
rationing, some might have reflected with satisfaction on an item from The Illustrated Leicester
Chronicle of June 30th 1917:
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BIGGER BOYS AND GIRLS.
(The article begins)
Commenting on the annual report of the School Medical Officer at The Leicester Education
Committee on Monday, Alderman J. Russell Frears said that according to the Doctor’s
statement, the boys and girls in the Elementary Schools were found to be taller and heavier
than in other urban areas. Councillor Salt remarked that it could not be due to either
improved sanitation or improved housing conditions, but probably it was due to many of
the children being better fed than in normal times on account of the abundance of work and
the increased wages of their parents.

One likes to think that our local youngsters and indeed their families built on this “head start” as
Britain entered her unprecedented era of official rationing, one of whose chief objects, we recall,
was to mask disparities between income groups and so promote greater fairness of
distribution. Hence, at least in theory, “the abundance of work and the increased wages” would be of
diminishing account, and no longer would the most affluent be able to obtain what others saw as
more than their fair share; most especially of sugar. Resentment often arose over grocers seen
favouring high income customers by allowing them disproportionate amounts above the
recommended voluntary limit; something for which retailers could not perhaps be entirely blamed
since retaining the patronage of the wealthy was to their obvious advantage.
With most ration schemes being launched firstly in London and the Home Counties, Leicester
grocers were notified by the Food Control Committee to register with them by October 1st 1917;
otherwise, they would be ineligible to trade. Approximately 1,400 outlets were duly registered
locally and some 60,000 sugar cards were issued to individual households. Heads of households
were required to submit applications for cards by October 5th, detailing each resident as if for the
Census, and to nominate a preferred retailer. (An identical system was used later for the meat
ration). Sugar cards had to be produced for every transaction, with one part being retained by the
trader for his records and to account for the proper disposal of stock, while the other,
appropriately stamped, would be kept by the customer who might be required to produce it “on
demand”.
While the authorities accepted that the system was unlikely to be fully operational before 31st
December 1917, a notice in The Times (January 2nd 1918) spoke directly to those who had failed
to comply: “No sugar can now be supplied in respect of a consumer who is not registered, and people who have
neglected to carry through their obligations will have to make the necessary application before their orders can be
accepted”. Penalties for abusing the system were severe. Traders risked de-registration, for example
by serving unregistered customers or favouring others, as described above, while possible
imprisonment awaited customers convicted of fraudulently obtaining duplicate supplies.
As one of the most basic of all foodstuffs, bread was never rationed. From April 30th and August
11th 1917, however, as the Government took control firstly of the largest and then the smaller
flour mills, its composition became ever more tightly controlled and its appearance was radically
altered. Changes in the proportions of flour extracted from wheat led to barley oats and rye, and
indeed potato flour, being added to the mixture to produce “War Bread”. Loaves, for the most
part, now took on a greyish or even darker hue which many found distinctly unappetising: “Its very
colour annoys me” and “It’s only fit for pigs” were frequent reactions. Many turned to baking their own
bread using a variety of beans pulses and potatoes (of which there was a glut in 1917) to bulk up
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the ingredients. The increased demand for beans probably got the better of two managers at the
Wigston “Co-ops” in August 1917 as both were found guilty of charging 33% above the official
price for butter beans – 1 shilling instead of 9d per pound weight. Pleas that they had acted “in
absolute innocence” were roundly rejected by the bench and each was fined a modest 10 shillings plus
costs.
The persistence of some in seeking traditional white bread provoked pointed letters to the Editor
of The Leicester Daily Post in August 1917. Mr F.C. Coleman asked whether bakers were actually
allowed to supply white bread and asserted that some bakers seemed to encourage the sale of
white, rather than War Bread; a practise he saw as unpatriotic and unfair to bakers who kept within
what he understood to be the rules. He wrote of “the urgent need for using regulation flour” and was
especially critical of bakers who, when using white flour, openly charged 6d and 8d per 2lb loaf;
the same prices as a year or two ago, but for a loaf half the previous weight. He thought it was
time for flour and bread prices to be fixed, as the Food Controller had proposed, and asked if it
was correct that no-one, including invalids, could purchase white bread without the Food
Controller’s written authority.
Responding, the Wyvern Bakery in Tudor Road, wrote:
WHITE VERSUS WAR BREAD
Sir,
We stated yesterday that a letter had been received from the Ministry of Food that no
authority can be given to millers or bakers to supply white flour to invalids until, in the first
instance, application is made by the invalid to this Department and the case thoroughly
investigated.

Doubts over precisely who was entitled to what were largely dispelled by March 1918 with the
release of a raft of new and far-reaching measures. Special provision was made for certain severely
war wounded, the chronically sick, pregnant
women, and labourers in the heaviest
industries. Meat and fats were brought “on
ration” and 220,000 National Ration Books
were issued in Leicester. Neither tea limited to 2 ounces per head per week, nor
cocoa escaped regulation. Milk sellers
could operate only under license, while
heavy Government subsidies guaranteed
the “Ninepenny Wartime Loaf ”. With
rationing continuing until 1920, there is
scope for further analysis. For the moment,
however, I draw this survey to a close.
Great War Ration Books, 1918
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We thank once again those readers who
contacted us following the production of
previous issues of The Tiger. Your comments
are valued and welcomed and we are always
open to suggestions as to what you, our
readers, would like to see included/excluded.
All articles reproduced in this newsletter are
accepted in good faith and every effort is
always made to ensure accuracy of the
information given. It should be noted however
that the opinions expressed by the
contributors are not necessarily those of the
Editor, her associates or the Western Front
Association. The Editor reserves the right to
amend, condense or edit any article submitted
although the full version will be available, via
e-mail, upon request.

Anyone wishing to submit material is
more than welcome to contact us by
e-mail at: foft@live.co.uk

Jonathan Capewell Coalville
Greg Drozdz B.E.M. Hinckley
David & Dr. Karen Ette Loughborough

Due to holiday commitments, the
deadline date to ensure inclusion in
your next edition of The Tiger is:
Friday 11th May 2018
“We very much value your continued support”

Derek Simmonds Melton Mowbray
Our Branch Website Address is:
www.leicestershireandrutlandwfa.com
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